
SAS® Viya™ 3.2 Administration: 
Logging

Logging: Overview

The logs that are produced for SAS Viya depend on the components that are active in your environment. In 
addition, different components use different methods for determining the level of messages that are logged. 
These are the SAS Viya components that produce logs and the methods used to control logging.

SAS Viya microservices and web applications
Each microservice and web application used in SAS Viya produces its own log. Logging levels for each 
microservice and web application are set in SAS Environment Manager.

SAS Viya servers
SAS Viya servers use the SAS logging facility to generate and process log messages. The logging facility 
enables you to define aspects of logging such as the level of messages that are written to the log, the 
message format, and the output destination for the log. See Logging: Using the SAS Logging Facility on 
page 12 for reference information about the SAS logging facility. These SAS Viya servers create logs:

n CAS Server

n SAS Workspace Server

n SAS spawner

n SAS/CONNECT

SAS Configuration Server
Logging for the SAS Configuration Server is controlled by a configuration file. However, the format of the 
configuration file and logging process are different from that used by other SAS Viya servers.

Logs are stored in the location /opt/sas/deployment_name/config/var/log/productName.



Logging: How To

SAS Viya Microservice and Web Application Logging

Set the Threshold Level for Microservice and Web Application Logs

1 In SAS Environment Manager, select Resources ð Configuration from the side menu .

2 In the selection menu in the upper left, select Definitions.

3 In the list of definitions, select logging.level.

4 Select .

5 In the New Configuration - logging.level window, specify the following parameters:

Services
Select the services to which the logging level applies. Some services (such as SAS Environment 
Manager and SAS Message Broker) correspond to SAS Viya web applications. If you leave this field 
blank, the logging level applies to all services.

Level
Specify the lowest level of messages that you want to be included in the service’s logs. Possible values 
include OFF, INFO, FATAL, WARN, ERROR, DEBUG, TRACE, and ALL.

Name
Specify the logger name. Some microservices are associated with more than one logger. See 
Microservice and Web Application Loggers on page 8 for a list of valid loggers.

6 Click Save.

Note: You cannot delete the configuration after you create it. You only can edit the configuration.

Change a Defined Threshold Level for Microservice or Web Application Logs

You cannot delete a logging level configuration after you create it. You only can edit the configuration.

For example, if you are attempting to troubleshoot a problem with a microservice, you can create a logging level 
configuration for that microservice with a Level value of DEBUG. In order to stop the logging of detailed DEBUG 
messages after you have solved the problem, you can set the Level field to a higher threshold such as ERROR.

To edit a logging level configuration, select the configuration and click .

Locate Microservice and Web Application Logs

Each SAS Viya service and web application produces a separate log file, so that messages for specific functions 
are kept separate. Here are the locations for the logs:

SAS Viya services
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/var/log/sas-service_name/default

The log files in the directory are named in the format sas-sas-
service_name_start_date_start_time.log. Start_date is in the format YYYY-MM-DD, and 
start_time is in the format HH-MM-SS.
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For example, messages from the configuration service for a deployment named viya are logged in the 
directory/opt/sas/viya/config/var/log/sas-configuration/default. If the log started on June 
13, 2016 at 7:53:23 AM, the log file would be named sas-configuration_2016-06-12_07-53-23.log.

SAS Message Broker
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/var/log/rabbitmq

SAS Cache Locator
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/var/log/geodelocator/default

SAS Infrastructure Data Server
Each SAS Infrastructure Data Server data node has a separate log. The location is /opt/sas/
deployment_name/config/var/log/sas/sasdatasvrc/service/node/log.

In a deployment with only one data node, the value of service is postgres. In a deployment with multiple data 
nodes, each data node has a separate log.

SAS Reverse Proxy
SAS Reverse Proxy logs are located in /var/log/httpd.

The access_log contains all http calls, the deflate_log contains response compression log entries, and the 
error_log contains request errors and internal errors.

HTTP proxy logs are located in /opt/sas/deployment-name/config/var/log/httpproxy.

Find Changed Logs

Because each microservice and web application creates a separate log in a separate directory, it can be 
challenging to find logs that have changed or that contain error messages.

One approach is to search all of the directories that contain microservice and web application logs for a specific 
string such as ERROR. For example, you can run this command from the /opt/sas/deployment_name 
directory to perform such a search:

sudo grep ERROR: /var/log/sas/viya/*/default/*

Another approach is to search the log directories for any files that have changed. A changed file in a log 
directory indicates that messages have been added to a log file, and therefore a file that can be checked when 
troubleshooting a problem. For example, you can run this command from the /opt/sas/deployment_name/
config/var/log/ directory to identify any log files that changed on the current day:

 ls -ltr */* | grep "todays_date"

SAS Viya Server Logging

Specifying TRACE-Level Logging for SAS Viya Servers

If you are troubleshooting a problem with a SAS Viya server, you might want to temporarily change the logging 
threshold level for the server to TRACE. This level is optimal for troubleshooting, but produces too many 
messages for normal use.

By default, logging for SAS Viya servers is specified in the logconfig.xml configuration file for each server type. 
However, you can point to the alternative configuration file logconfig.trace.xml while you are troubleshooting and 
return to the default file when you are finished. Pointing to the alternative file reduces the potential errors that 
might occur if you modify the default file.

To change the logging level, modify the server configuration file to point to the logconfig.trace.xml file. Here are 
the modifications to make for each server type.
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CAS Server
Modify the file /opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/cas/default/casconfig.lua. Add the 
line cas.logcfgloc = config_loc .. ‘/logconfig.trace.xml’.

SAS Workspace Server
Modify the file /opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/workspaceserver/default/
workspaceserver_usermods.sh. Add the line -logconfigloc=/opt/sas/deployment_name/
config/etc/workspaceserver/default/logconfig.trace.xml.

SAS spawner
Modify the file /opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/spawner/default/
spawner_usermods.sh. Add the line -logconfigloc=/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/
spawner/default/logconfig.trace.xml.

SAS/CONNECT server
Modify the file /opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/connectserver/default/
connectserver_usermods.sh. Add the line -logconfigloc=/opt/sas/deployment_name/
config/etc/connectserver/default/logconfig.trace.xml.

When you have finished troubleshooting the problem, modify the server configuration file and remove the line 
that you added.

Modify the Threshold Level for SAS Viya Servers

The logging configuration file for the servers used by SAS Viya control how messages from each server are 
logged. One of the configuration settings is the threshold for each logger. Messages at the threshold level or 
higher are processed by the logger, although messages lower than the threshold are ignored. For example, 
specifying a logging threshold of DEBUG means that only events with a level of debug or higher are saved to the 
log. See Understanding Logging Thresholds on page 18 for more information.

When you are trying to isolate the cause of a problem, it can be useful to temporarily set the logging threshold to 
a lower level. Lowering the threshold adds more detailed messages to the log, and can help you locate the 
actions that are causing a problem. However, you should change the level back to a higher level after fixing the 
problem so that your log does not fill up with unneeded messages.

To modify the logging level for a SAS Viya server logger, follow these steps:

1 Stop the server.

2 Edit the logconfig.xml file for the server. These are the locations for the files for the servers:

CAS Server
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/cas/default

SAS Workspace Server
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/workspaceserver/default

SAS spawner
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/spawner/default

SAS/CONNECT server
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/connectserver/default

3 Locate the logger whose value you want to change. Each logger processes messages from a specified 
category. See CAS Server Loggers on page 7 for information about the defined loggers for the CAS 
Server. See Logger Names on page 15 for information about logger definitions for other servers.

The logger entries look like this:

<logger name="Admin">
     <level value="Info" />
</logger>
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4 Change the value of the level parameter to the level that you want to use. Valid values are (lowest to highest) 
TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, FATAL. See Logging Thresholds on page 8 for details about the 
logging thresholds. 

5 Save and close the file.

6 Restart the server.

Locate SAS Viya Server Logs

Each SAS Viya server produces a separate log file for each day.

The logs for SAS Viya servers are stored in these locations:

CAS Server
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/var/log/cas/default

SAS Workspace Server
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/var/log/workspaceserver/default

SAS spawner
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/var/log/spawner/default

SAS/CONNECT server
/opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/connectserver/default

CAS has several types of server processes such as the main control node, a session control node, and main 
worker nodes. Log messages from session control nodes and worker nodes are forwarded to their main 
processes. A separate log file is produced for the main control node and for each main worker node.

If you specify the parameter -onelog when you start CAS, all log messages are sent to the main control node. A 
single log file is produced for all CAS server processes.

Each entry in a log file for a CAS server displays the node and user ID where the message originated.

Add a CAS Session ID to CAS Server Logs

To include information about the CAS session ID to the log entries for the CAS Server, follow these steps:

1 Modify the CAS Server log configuration file at /opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/cas/
default/logconfig.xml.

2 Locate the appender that you want to modify. By default, the file contains a rolling file appender and a UNIX 
system facility appender.

3 In the section <param name=ConversionPattern> section, add one or more of these options, in the form 
%X{contextName}.

contextName Description

Cas.ClientIP The IP address of the machine where the message was originally logged. 
This context is helpful if you specify the -onelog option.

Cas.ClientUser The name of the current user when the message was originally logged. 
This context is helpful in all CAS configurations.

Cas.ClientPid The process ID of the process that originally generated the message. This 
context is helpful in all CAS configurations.
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contextName Description

Cas.ClientHostname The host name of the machine where the message was originally logged. 
This might be blank even for a remotely generated message. This is the 
case when name resolution of the remote IP Address has not yet been 
completed. This context is helpful if you specify the -onelog option.

Cas.SessionIndex An index number (0, 1, 2, …) that identifies the distinct user session that 
originally generated the message. This is useful in most cases because 
users can start multiple sessions.

Add a Logger for a SAS Viya Server

The default logging configuration file includes entries for several loggers, but other valid loggers can be added to 
the file. Adding a logger enables you to specify how a specific type of log event is processed. For example, you 
can add a logger for a specific CAS action set. Also, you can set the threshold level to a low level so that you 
can isolate a problem with that action set.

To add a logger, follow these steps:

1 Edit the logconfig.xml file for the server.

2 Locate the existing logger entries in the file.

3 Add the new logger entry.

The logger entries look like this:

<logger name="logger_name">
     <level value="threshold" />
</logger>

SAS Configuration Server Logging

Locate Log Files for SAS Configuration Server

The SAS Configuration Server log files are stored in the location /opt/sas/deployment_name/
config/var/log/consul.

Modify the Logging Level for SAS Configuration Server

The default logging level for the SAS Configuration Server is INFO. To change the level, follow these steps.

1 Modify the file /opt/sas/deployment-name/config/etc/consul.d/config-consul.json.

2 Change the line "log_level": "INFO",, replacing INFO with the log level that you want to use. Valid 
values are TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, and ERR.

3 Restart the SAS Configuration Server.
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Logging: Reference

CAS Server Loggers

A logger identifies how different categories of messages are processed, including the level of messages that are 
processed and the appender to which messages are sent. For example, an Admin logger specifies how 
administration-related log messages are processed.

In the logging configuration file, a logger has this structure.

<logger name="logger-name">
      <level value=threshold/>
      <appender-ref ref="appender-name"?>
</logger>

The level value=threshold parameter for a logger specifies the lowest level of messages that are 
processed by the logger. For example, a level of WARN specifies that only messages with a level of WARN, 
ERROR, and FATAL are included in the log.

The appender-ref ref=appender-name parameter for a logger specifies the appender, or the destination, 
for log messages.

See Configuring Loggers on page 14 for complete information about defining loggers.

These loggers are defined with a default threshold of INFO in the default logging configuration file for the CAS 
server, located at /opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/cas/default/logconfig.xml.

Admin
processes administration events. The log messages are sent to the UNIX system log.

App
processes events from applications.

App.cas.actions
processes events from CAS actions.

Audit
processes events used for auditing. These events include user authentication requests and administration of 
access controls.

Logging
processes events from the logging system. Log messages are sent to the UNIX system log.

These loggers are not defined by default.

App.cas
processes events from the CAS server.

App.cas.actions.actionsetname.actionname
processes events from a specified CAS action set and CAS action.

App.cas.driver
processes events from start-up of the CAS server.

App.cas.tkcasa
processes events from internal processes

App.cas.datastep
processes the output and events from DATA step PUT statements, as well as messages that are sent to the 
SAS log.
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CAS Server Appenders

The logging configuration file for the CAS server at /opt/sas/deployment_name/config/etc/cas/
default/logconfig.xml defines these two appenders:

RollingFileAppender
writes log messages to a time-based rolling log file. By default, the file rolls over at midnight. By default, 
messages from the App, App.cas.actions, and Audit loggers are sent to this appender.

UNXFacilityAppender
writes log messages to the syslogd logging facility in the UNIX operating system. It discards messages that 
have already been logged by the appender. By default, messages from the Admin and Logging loggers are 
sent to this appender.

See Defining Appenders on page 16 for complete information about appender definitions.

Logging Thresholds

The logging configuration file sets a threshold for each logger. Messages at the threshold level or higher are 
processed by the logger, although messages lower than the threshold are ignored. The following threshold 
levels are available (ordered lowest to highest):

Trace
produces the most detailed log messages. This level might be useful when isolating the cause of a problem, 
but it produces too many messages for normal use.

Debug
produces detailed log messages, although less detailed than the Trace threshold. This level might be useful 
when isolating the cause of a problem, but it produces too many messages for normal use.

Info
produces messages that show an application’s progress.

Warn
produces messages that identify areas of potential problems.

Error
produces messages when errors occur, although the application might continue to run.

Fatal
produces messages when severe errors occur. The application will probably end.

Microservice and Web Application Loggers

These loggers are associated with SAS Viya microservices and web applications. Specify these loggers when 
you are creating a logging level definition. See Set the Threshold Level for Microservice and Web Application 
Logs on page 2 for more information.

Service Loggers Usage

All com.sas.authorization Authorization decisions

All com.sas.authorization.bootstrap Authorization rule bootstrapping

All con.sas.configuration.bootstrap Configuration bootstrapping

All com.sas.credentials.bootstrap Credential domain bootstrapping
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Service Loggers Usage

All com.sas.event Generated and received events

All com.sas.folders.bootstrap Folder definition bootstrapping

All com.sas.security.oauth2 Authentication issues

All com.sas.security.oauth2.bootstrap Client token bootstrapping (allows 
services to talk to other services)

All com.sas.typeregistry.bootstrap Type definition bootstrapping

All org.apache.http.header Request and response headers

All org.apache.http.wire Full requests and responses

All org.springframework.security Authentication issues

appregistry com.sas.appregistry

appregistry com.sas.homeshared

audit com.sas.audit

authorization com.sas.authorization

authorization org.springframework.security

backup-agent com.sas.backup.worker

cas-access-management com.sas.casconnection The TRACE level logs the Lua-
equivalent of all actions that are sent to 
the CAS server by cas-access-
management.

cas-formats com.sas.casconnection The TRACE level logs the Lua-
equivalent of all actions that are sent to 
the CAS server by cas-formats.

cas-management com.sas.casmanagement

cas-management com.sas.casconnection The TRACE level logs the Lua-
equivalent of all actions that are sent to 
the CAS server by cas-management.

cas-management com.sas.casmanagement.server The DEBUG level shows CAS server 
usage by SAS Visual Analytics and 
SAS Visual Analytics Viewer.

cas-management com.sas.casmanagement.session.servi
ce.CasSessionService

Tracks by user ID the creation of user 
CAS server sessions. Can be used to 
track an individual user or the log file 
that is processed to obtain counts of 
CAS user sessions.

casproxy com.sas.casproxy
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Service Loggers Usage

casproxy com.sas.casconnection The TRACE level logs the Lua-
equivalent of all actions that are sent to 
the CAS server by casproxy.

casrowsets com.sas.casrowsets

casrowsets com.sas.casconnection The TRACE level logs the Lua-
equivalent of all actions that are sent to 
the CAS server by casrowsets.

collections com.sas.collections

collections com.sas.homeshared

comments com.sas.comment

configuration com.sas.configuration

credentials com.sas.credentials

data-preparation-plans com.sas.data.preparation The DEBUG level displays the contents 
of job requests and results.

deploymentBackup com.sas.backup

device-management com.sas.devicemgmt

files com.sas.svcs.file

folders com.sas.folders

geodelocator com.sas.locator

home com.sas.home

home com.sas.homeshared

identities com.sas.identities

identities com.sas.identities.provider.ldap SAS LDAP access

identities org.springframework.security.ldap Spring LDAP access

monitoring com.sas.svcs.monitoring

preferences com.sas.preferences

reportdata com.sas.report.common

reportdata com.sas.report.bireport

reportdata com.sas.bicommon.export.office
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Service Loggers Usage

reportdata com.sas.bidata CAS data provider, CAS server 
resources, timing for CAS sessions

reportdata com.sas.reportdata.utils.DataUtils Cache management, CAS queries

reportdata com.sas.reportdata Reportdata service classes. Because it 
produces verbose logging, you should 
narrow the scope.

reportdata com.sas.reportdata.DataServicesBase SAS Report XML. It shows total 
elapsed time for report generation 
tasks. This logger is good for 
performance analysis of reports in SAS 
Visual Analytics Viewer. You can search 
the log statements by user ID.

reportdata com.sas.reportcache Caching of report content

reportdata com.sas.reportcommon.utils.debug.Rep
ort

reportdata com.sas.cas CAS resource utilization

reportdata com.sas.reportcommon.utils.debug.Tim
e

It provides detailed, step-by-step timing 
data for report generation: XML parsing, 
CAS query, result caching. This is the 
best logger for detailed performance 
analysis. Use with 
com.sas.reportdata.DataServicesBase 
at the DEBUG level to compare CAS 
query time to total report generation 
time. You can search the log statements 
by a specific report GUID and a user ID. 
This logger also provides an XML 
report.

saslogon com.sas.logon It produces a high volume of messages 
at the DEBUG level.

saslogon com.sas.logon.authentication SAS authentication events

saslogon org.cloudfoundry.identity

saslogon org.springframework.security

sasthemedesigner com.sas.themedesigner

sasvisualanalytics com.sas.van

search com.sas.svcs.search

searchindex com.sas.svcs.search.index

themes com.sas.themedesigner.service

themes com.sas.themedesigner.service.rest
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Service Loggers Usage

themes com.sas.themedesigner.service.publish

themes com.sas.themedesigner.service.servlet

themes com.sas.themedesigner.service.persist
ence.model

transfer com.sas.transfer

types com.sas.typeregistry

Logging: Using the SAS Logging Facility

Overview and Terminology

The SAS logging facility as used by SAS Viya is a flexible, configurable framework that you can use to collect, 
categorize, and filter events and to write them to a variety of output devices. The logging facility supports 
problem diagnosis and resolution, performance and capacity management, and auditing and regulatory 
compliance. The logging facility has the following features:

n Log events are categorized using a hierarchical naming system that enables you to configure logging at a 
broad level or a fine-grained level.

n Log events can be directed to multiple output destinations. For each output destination, you can specify the 
following logging facility components:

o the categories and levels of log events to report

o the message layout, including the types of data to be included, the order of the data, and the format of the 
data

o filters based on criteria such as diagnostic levels and message content

n Logging levels can be adjusted dynamically without starting and stopping processes.

Here are the common terms that this document uses:

appender
a named entity that represents a specific output destination for messages. Destinations include fixed files, 
rolling files, operating system facilities, client applications, database tables, message queues, and custom 
Java classes. You can configure appenders by specifying thresholds, filters, log directories and filenames, 
pattern layouts, and other parameters that control how messages are written to the destination.

filter
a set of character strings or thresholds, or a combination of strings and thresholds that you specify. Log 
events are compared to the filter to determine whether they should be processed.

level
the diagnostic level that is associated with a log event. The levels, from lowest to highest, are TRACE, 
DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, and FATAL.

log event
an occurrence that is reported by a program for possible inclusion in a log.
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logger
a named entity that identifies a message category. Loggers are named using a hierarchical system that 
enables you to configure logging at a broad level or a fine-grained level.

Loggers inherit settings from their higher-level (ancestor) loggers.

logging configuration
an XML file that determines how log events are processed. You use the logging configuration to assign 
thresholds to loggers, to configure appenders, and to specify which categories and levels of log events are to 
be written to each appender.

message category
a classification for messages that are produced by a SAS subsystem.

pattern layout
a template that you create to format messages. The pattern layout identifies the types of data, the order of 
the data, and the format of the data that is generated in a log event. It is delivered as output.

threshold
the lowest event level that is processed. Log events whose levels are below the threshold are ignored.

How the Logging Facility Works

After your logging environment is in place, the SAS logging facility begins processing as follows:

1 A process (for example, a CAS server process) issues a log event. Each event includes the following 
attributes: a name that indicates the message category, a diagnostic level, and a message that describes the 
context for the event.

2 The logging facility receives the log event and determines which logger to assign it to, based on the event's 
name attribute.

3 The log event's level is compared to the threshold that is specified for the logger in the logging configuration. 
If the event's level is at or above the specified threshold, then processing continues. If the level is below the 
threshold, then the event is ignored.

If no threshold is specified for the event's logger, then the event inherits the threshold setting of the nearest 
ancestor logger. For example, if an Audit.Meta.Security event is being processed, then inheritance occurs as 
follows:

a The event's level is compared to the threshold for the Audit.Meta.Security logger.

b If no threshold is specified for Audit.Meta.Security, then the threshold for Audit.Meta is applied.

c If no threshold is specified for Audit.Meta, then the threshold for Audit is applied.

d If no threshold is specified for Audit, then the threshold for Root is applied.

If no thresholds are assigned to the logger or its ancestors, then the event is ignored.

4 The log event is processed by the appenders that are assigned to the logger and any of its ancestors in the 
logging configuration. For example, an Audit.Meta.Security event is processed by the appenders that are 
assigned to the following loggers: Audit.Meta.Security, Audit.Meta, Audit, and Root.

Each appender processes the event according to the appender's configuration as specified in the logging 
configuration. Appender processing is performed as follows:

a If the appender configuration includes a threshold, then the event's level is compared to the threshold. If 
the event's level is at or above the threshold, then processing continues. If the level is below the 
threshold, then processing stops.
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b If the appender configuration includes a filter, then the event is compared to the filtering criteria. 
Processing either continues or stops depending on the results of the comparison.

c The event is written to the output destination using the specifications that are defined in the appender 
configuration. Appender specifications include parameters such as pattern layouts, log directories, log 
filenames, rolling policies, locales, and encoding.

Understanding Loggers

A logger is a named entity that identifies a message category. A logger's attributes consist of a level and one or 
more appenders that process the log events for the message category. The level indicates the threshold, or 
lowest event level, that is processed for this message category.

Loggers are specified in log events to associate the log event with a message category. By categorizing log 
events, the logger can write messages of the same category to the same destinations. When a log event occurs, 
the log event message is processed by the appender that is associated with the logger that is named in the 
event log. However, the log event level must be the same or higher than the level that is specified for the logger.

Loggers are organized hierarchically and inherit the attributes of their ancestor logger. Hierarchical logger names 
are separated by a period (.) (for example, Admin.Meta.Security). The root logger is the highest level logger. All 
loggers inherit the root logger's attributes. The logging configuration file defines several message categories that 
are immediate descendants of the root logger. These high-level categories — Admin, App, Audit, IOM, and Perf 
— are used for SAS server logging and can be referenced by log events in SAS programs.

You configure loggers in a logging configuration file that is located at /opt/sas/deployment_name/
config/etc/server_type/default. Default configuration files are created during deployment.

Configuring Loggers

Here are the XML elements that are used to configure a logger:

<logger name="logger-name" additivity="TRUE | FALSE"
    immutability="TRUE | FALSE">
    <level value=threshold/>
    <appender-ref ref="appender-name"/>
</logger>

Syntax Description:

name="logger-name"
specifies the name of a message category. The logger name is specified in a log event to associate a 
message with a message category.

additivity="TRUE | FALSE"
specifies whether to pass the log event to appenders in the logger’s hierarchy.

immutability="TRUE | FALSE"
specifies whether the logger’s additivity and level settings are permanent or whether they can be changed by 
using the SAS language. In addition, specifies whether an appender can be attached to a logger by using the 
SAS language. If the value of IMMUTABILITY is TRUE, no changes can be made to the logger’s additivity 
and level settings, and an appender cannot be attached to a logger by using the SAS language. If the value 
of IMMUTABILITY is FALSE, the logger level and the additivity setting can be changed using the SAS 
language, and appenders can be attached to loggers by using the SAS language.

level value="threshold"
specifies one of the following levels, from lowest to highest: TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, 
FATAL. You use the threshold to filter log events. If the log event diagnostic level is the same or higher than 
the threshold that is specified for the log event's logger, the logging facility continues to process the log 
event. If the log event diagnostic level is lower than the logger's threshold, the log event is ignored.
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appender-ref ref="appender-name"
specifies the name of an appender to record messages for this logger's message category. You can specify 
multiple appenders.

Logger Names

The logger architecture enables logger names to be multiple levels so that descendant loggers can inherit 
thresholds and appender references from their parent loggers, therefore omitting the appender reference and 
threshold in the descendant logger definition. You separate hierarchical logger names with a period (.).

For example, suppose that your logging facility configuration file defines the Admin logger with an appender 
reference value of MyRollingFile and a threshold of Info. A second logger definition, Admin.MyPgm, 
specifies the logger name and a threshold of Debug. Because no appender reference is specified in 
Admin.MyPgm, the appender reference is inherited from its parent, the Admin logger. The appender reference 
value MyRollingFile logs messages for Admin log events whose level is INFO or higher, as well as 
Admin.MyPgm log events whose level is DEBUG or higher.

For example, you can define the Admin and Admin.MyPgm loggers using the following logger elements in the 
logging configuration file:

<logger name="Admin">
   <level value="Info"/>
   <appender-ref ref="MyRollingFile"/>
</logger>

<logger name="Admin.MyPgm">
   <level value="Debug"/>
</logger>

<root>
   <level value="Error"/>
   <appender-ref ref="SystemRollingFile">
</root>

If a log event specifies a hierarchical logger name that does not exist, the logging facility checks for a parent 
logger definition. If the parent logger exists, the log event is processed by the parent logger. If a logger definition 
does not exist for the parent, the root logger processes the log event.

Consider an example that uses the preceding logger definitions. If a log event specifies the logger 
Admin.Special, the logging facility determines that the logger Admin.Special does not exist. The logging facility 
then checks for the Admin logger. In this case, the Admin logger exists and the log event is processed by the 
Admin logger. If the Admin logger was not defined, the root logger would process the log event.

Log events for SAS servers use a hierarchical logger name where each name in the hierarchy identifies a 
category such as an operation, a server, and a server operation. For example, log events that specify the 
Admin.OLAP.Security logger indicate that the message is an OLAP server security message that is intended for 
a system administrator or a computer operator.

SAS server logger names begin with one of the following logger categories:

Admin
processes log events that are relevant to system administrators or computer operators.

App
processes log events that are related to specific applications.

Audit
processes log events to be used for auditing. These events include updates to public metadata objects, to 
user access to SAS libraries, to accepted and rejected user authentication requests, and to the 
administration of users, groups, and access controls.
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IOM
processes log events for servers that use the Integrated Object Model (IOM). The IOM interface provides 
access to features of the SAS Foundation.

Perf
processes log events that are related to system performance.

The second category in a hierarchical logger name can indicate a type of server or some type of event such as 
authentication. However, in most cases, the categories are self-explanatory. The following provides examples of 
server categories for the logging facility.

Logging Facility Server Category SAS Server

Connect SAS/CONNECT Server

ObjectSpawner SAS Object Spawner

IOMSrv.Workspace SAS Workspace Server

Here are some of the loggers that the logging facility uses for SAS servers:

Admin.Operations
processes log events that are related to server operations such as starting, pausing, and stopping an 
instance of a workspace server.

Admin.Session
processes log events that are related to starting and stopping batch, windowing, and SAS/CONNECT server 
sessions

Understanding Appenders

An appender is a named entity that is referenced by a logger. An appender specifies the destination for the 
message and how the message is formatted. It also specifies the attributes for the appender class and provides 
additional filtering capabilities.

When a log event occurs, the logging facility processes the message by using the appender that is named. The 
appender is named in the logger's <appender-ref> element in a logging facility configuration file.

You define appenders in the logging configuration file located at /opt/sas/deployment_name/
config/etc/server_type/default. Default configuration files are created during deployment. An 
appender definition requires an appender class and a name and the required parameters for the appender class. 
To customize the message, you specify the message layout within the appender definition. You can also include 
additional filtering arguments in the appender definition.

Defining Appenders

In a logging configuration file, the appender has the following general structure:

<appender class="appender-class" name="appender-name">
      [ <param name="parameter-name" value="parameter-value"/>-1
        … <param name="parameter-name" value="parameter-value"/>-n ]
      [ <layout>
            <param name="Header" value="header-text"/>
            <param name="HeaderPattern" value="conversion-pattern"/>
            <param name="ConversionPattern" value="conversion-pattern"/>
            <param name="Footer" value="footer-text"/>
            <param name="FooterPattern" value="conversion-pattern"/>
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            <param name="XMLEscape" value="TRUE | FALSE"/>
         </layout> ]
      [ <filter>
             <filter-definitions>
         </filter> ]
</appender>

The brackets ([ ]) indicate that the element is optional.

Syntax Description:

class="appender-class"
The appender class is a type of appender. The following appender classes can be used in the logging facility:

n ConsoleAppender

n FileAppender

n JavaAppender

n RollingFileAppender

n UNXFacilityAppender

name="appender-name"
The appender name is a user-specified name for the appender. An appender is associated with a logger 
when the appender name is specified as the value of the logger's appender-ref attribute.

<param name="parameter-name" value="parameter-value"/>
Most appenders require certain parameters for specifying information that is relevant to the appender. Many 
parameter names are unique for individual appenders. The name= attribute specifies the name of the 
parameter, and the value= attribute specifies the value for the parameter.

For example, appenders that write messages to a user-specified file use the File parameter, where the value 
of the File parameter specifies the location and name of the log file.

<layout>
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="conversion-pattern"/>
<param name="Header" value="literal-string"/>
<param name="HeaderPattern" value="conversion-pattern"/>
<param name="Footer " value="literal-string"/>
<param name="FooterPattern" value="conversion-pattern"/>
<param name="XMLEscape" value="true | false"/>
</layout>

You use the <layout> elements to specify how messages should be formatted in the log. The conversion 
pattern is a series of conversion characters that represent the types of data to include in the log. For 
example, use the conversion characters %d %t %m to include the date and time, the thread identifier, and 
the message, respectively, in the log.

You can use the Header, HeaderPattern, Footer, and FooterPattern parameters to specify the conversion 
characters that appear at the top and the bottom of the log. You can use the XMLEscape parameter to 
specify whether certain characters (for example, <) are converted to their entity representation, which in this 
case would be &lt;.

<filter>
<filter-definitions>
</filter>

You can use filters to accept or deny messages based on the following:

n a character string in the message

n a range of message thresholds

n a single message threshold
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n a combination of character string, single message threshold, or a range of message thresholds

Understanding Logging Thresholds

The SAS logging facility provides six thresholds: TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, and FATAL. 
Thresholds are used to ignore log events that are lower than a particular level, or to filter messages so that only 
a single message level is logged.

When a log event occurs, up to three levels of filtering can take place:

1 filtering log events by comparing the log event level to the log event's logger level

2 filtering log events by comparing the log event level to the appender's threshold

3 filtering log events by comparing the log event level to the threshold that is specified in the filter definition, 
which is a part of the appender configuration

In the first two cases, if the log event level is lower than the logger threshold or the appender threshold, the 
logging facility ignores the log event. Otherwise, processing of the log event continues.

In the third case, the log event level is compared to the filter threshold. If there is a match, the log event can be 
either accepted or denied. If there is no match, the filtering process continues to the next filter in the filtering 
policy.

The logging levels, from the lowest to the highest, are as follows:

TRACE
produces the most detailed information about your application. This level is primarily used by SAS Technical 
Support.

DEBUG
produces detailed information that you use to debug your application. This level is primarily used by SAS 
Technical Support.

INFO
provides information that highlights the progress of an application.

WARN
provides messages that identify potentially harmful situations.

ERROR
provides messages that indicate that errors have occurred. The application might continue to run.

FATAL
provides messages that indicate that severe errors have occurred. These errors will probably cause the 
application to end.

An appender can be configured to have a threshold. However, by default, appenders do not have a threshold. A 
log event is ignored by the appender if the event’s logging level is lower than the threshold.

SAS® and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. Other 
brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2017, SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. All Rights Reserved. June 2017 3.2-P1:callogging
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